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This paper aims to shed light on the nature of belief and provide support to the view that I 

call ‘Minimalism’. It shows that Minimalism is better equipped than the traditional approach 

to separating belief from imagination and addressing cases of belief’s evidence-

resistance. The key claim of the paper is that no matter how epistemically irrational humans’ 

beliefs are, they always retain a minimal level of rationality.  

  

  

1. Two Traditionalist Views  

  

Any analysis of the psychological nature of belief should provide cognitive science with tools 

to make predictions and offer compelling explanations concerning people’s actions. In this 

paper, I do so by offering additional support to a view I here refer to as ‘Minimalism’1. The 

main goal of Minimalism is to offer a way to distinguish belief from other similar attitudes 

such as imagination, acceptance and supposition. Furthermore, Minimalism promises to 

shed light on the nature of delusions and other irrational attitudes while setting clear 

expectations for when we should call an attitude ‘belief’.2 The focus here is not to vindicate 

 
1 I defended the full-fledged version of this view in Bergamaschi Ganapini (2020). 
2 Not everyone agrees on the feasibility of this kind of project. Schwitzgebel (2001) and Schellenberg (2013) 

argue that ‘belief’ is a vague term that stands on a continuum, and it is thus hopeless to try to clearly demarcate 

belief from other neighboring attitudes.  
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folk-psychology or to account for what people call ‘belief’. In contrast, the explicit goal of my 

analysis is to provide useful tools for a mature science of belief.3    

The reason why we need to adopt Minimalism is that the traditional approach has been 

struggling to make sense of important recent data coming out of psychology and cognitive 

science. It is standard in philosophy to see belief as the cognitive attitude that (i) is sensitive 

to the relevant evidence, (ii) is inferentially integrated with other beliefs and intentional 

attitudes, and it (iii) guides actions (when coupled with the appropriate conative attitude, in 

the right circumstances). In particular, when it comes to beliefs’ evidence-responsiveness, 

the Traditionalist account points to the following as a necessary condition for being a belief: 

  

(T-1): a subject S’ cognitive state D is a belief that p only if D tends to respond to the evidence 

bearing on p     

  

This picture has been widely endorsed in philosophy and boils down to the idea that belief 

is the kind of attitude that will be typically caused by some epistemic source (e.g. reasoning, 

perception) and will change according to the evidence one acquires (Currie and Ravenscroft 

2002, Tenenbaum et al. 2011, Velleman 2000:277). That means that by and large beliefs are 

expected to be epistemically rational: they are produced in a rational way and/or they align 

with the evidence once formed. One of the merits of this approach is that it offers clear 

guidelines on how to distinguish belief from bordering attitudes such as imagination and 

acceptance (Van Leeuwen, 2009). Though they may cause action in some contexts, 

imagination and the like are usually completely evidence-irresponsive. They are not brought 

about by any source of knowledge and they steadily run contrary to the available evidence. 

This view is also often invoked to argue that delusions cannot be beliefs (Currie and 

Ravenscroft 2002).  

Unfortunately, the problem with this old-fashion Traditionalist picture of belief is that it fails 

to account for the mounting evidence that a sizable chunk of our ordinary beliefs is 

epistemically irrational: some of our beliefs do not seem to respond to the available evidence 

 
3 As argued at length in Bergamaschi Ganapini (2020), I do not believe that sincere assertion is a sufficient 

indicator of belief, and I am skeptical that we should use people’s introspection as a guide to track beliefs.  
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(Bortolotti 2010; Mandelbaum and Porot forthcoming). This raises a pressing worry for 

Traditionalism: if we adopt such a demanding view of belief, we are forced to apply the 

notion of belief only to a small group of (very rational) attitudes (Helton, 2018; Bergamaschi 

Ganapini 2020; see also Viedge 2018).4  

These concerns have brought some to endorse a new version of Traditionalism which refers 

to the capacities (or abilities) subjects have to revise their beliefs. On this view, the focus is 

not on belief’s actual behavior but on what belief is able to do in principle: even when 

behaving irrationally, beliefs are able to be rational. That is, proponents of this modified 

version of Traditionalism focus on belief’s evidence-responsiveness in particular, and argue 

that belief is that one attitude for which a subject necessarily requires the ability or capacity 

to rationally respond to the evidence (Flores, 2021; Helton, 2018). If beliefs show evidence-

insensitivity, it is because some “masking conditions” do not allow subjects to respond 

according to their abilities and capacities. Thus, this revised Traditionalism subscribes to the 

following necessary condition for being a belief: 

  

(T-2): a subject S’ cognitive state D is a belief that p only if S has the ability (or capacity) to 

revise D according to the evidence bearing on p 

  

To be sure belief’s evidence-responsiveness cannot be a matter of pure luck: it needs to be 

the result of the right type of mechanism or skills causing belief to align with the relevant 

evidence. In this way, (T-2) can make sense of the fact that some of our beliefs do not seem 

rational and do not respond to the evidence in the right way. When that happens, it is because 

of some condition that prevents the subject S from exercising her abilities.  

 
4 In addition, there is some evidence that we believe whatever proposition we entertain first irrespective of the 

evidence. The Cartesian model of our mental architecture comprises the widespread view that one can 

entertain a proposition, in imagination or perception, without first believing it. Believing (or disbelieving) is 

thus an active process that requires some effort and happens after one has entrained a proposition without 

believing it. In opposition to this standard model, Eric Mandelbaum has recently proposed the Spinozian model. 

As he explains it, “[p]eople do not have the ability to contemplate propositions that arise in the mind, whether 

through perception or imagination, before believing them. Because of our mental architecture, it is 

(nomologically) impossible for one to not immediately believe propositions that one tokens.” (Mandelbaum, 

2014: 61) The idea is that any proposition is automatically and passively believed first. Only after that initial 

assent, the belief may be revised.  
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Helton (2018) puts this in terms of psychological skills:  

 

“subjects are able, given their current psychological mechanisms and skills, to revise 

their beliefs in accordance with the evidence. If a subject cannot revise a mental state 

in this way, then the mental state in question is not a belief, though it may be some 

other kind of cognitive attitude.” 5   

 

In a recent paper, Flores (2021) uses a similar idea to argue for why we should take (most) 

delusions to be as evidence responsive as ordinary beliefs are.  On this view, evidence 

responsiveness is the capacity to respond to evidence by changing one’s attitudes in an 

epistemically responsible way. When it comes to delusions, Flores argues that (some) 

subjects with delusions have the capacity to respond to the evidence. To explain the notion 

of ‘capacity’ Flores (2021: 6306) writes:  

 

“having the capacity to F involves successfully F-ing in specific conditions that suit 

that capacity. For example, what matters to whether one has the capacity to run a 40-

min 10k is whether one does so when exerting serious effort, not injured, well-rested, 

highly motivated, and so on—even if one would fail to do so if a single one of these 

conditions is not met.”  

 

This account is surely a departure from the way the distinction between competence and 

performance is usually drawn. Problems with performance are usually linked to momentary 

mistakes. In contrast, systemic violations of rationality are considered to be a problem of 

competency and capacity (Stein, 1997:8). Contrary to this, we saw above that Flores’ account 

of capacity explicitly allows for systematic deviations from norms of rationality. This allows 

Flores to open the door to the possibility that delusions have rational capacities even if they 

 
5 Helton (2018) maintains that without rational skills it is unclear how epistemic norms of revision can apply 

to believing. If we do not have the ability or a functioning mechanism to make our beliefs rational, we cannot 

be required to do so, for ought-implies-can reasons. However, this could actually be a reason for favoring the 

idea that there is no such a norm of belief or that that norm is evaluative (McHugh 2012, 2014; Bergamaschi 

Ganapini 2020b; Glüer & Wikforss, 2013). 
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are mostly relentlessly irrational. Flores points to a number of reasons to think delusions 

retain the capacity to rationally respond to the evidence, though that capacity is thwarted by 

some strong masking factors (e.g. strong somatic experiences, motivational factors). On this 

view, the presence of these factors explains why delusions do not rationally adjust to the 

evidence. In a similar fashion, some run-of-the-mill beliefs fail to respond to the evidence 

because conditions are not right for them to do so. That is, even ordinary beliefs may fail to 

align with the evidence if motivation, hunger, fatigue or other factors prevent subjects from 

exercising their capacities. In sum, this view offers a way to account for the evidence that 

belief is at times irrational while also defending the idea that humans have the capacity to be 

rational. 

   

  

2. Where T-2 fails 

  

Despite its appeal, I find T-2 quite unsatisfactory. For starters, it is worth pointing out that 

although (T-2) may initially seem in line with the spirit of (T-1), it in fact constitutes a 

substantial departure from the kind of rationalism put forward by the old-fashioned 

Traditionalism. Traditionalism, as the view of belief most championed in philosophy of mind, 

expects beliefs to show rationality (barring some extenuating circumstances). In contrast, 

(T-2) is compatible with beliefs behaving completely and openly irrationally (as long as this 

behavior can be explained by some masking condition).  

This raises two sorts of worries. One is that some psychological masks may actually erode 

rationality, threatening the plausibility of (T-2). The second is that (T-2) leaves it 

undetermined what counts as a masking condition for belief vs. a condition that allows 

imagination to emerge.   

Let’s start from the top. A typical example of a mask is a piece of Styrofoam wrapped around 

a China pot: the latter would not break if dropped, even if the China is fragile (Bird 1998; 

Fara 2008). This is a mask that prevents an underlying ability to emerge: the ability is ready 

to yield its effects but an intervening factor prevents that (like an antidote, Bird 1998).  

However, other types of masks intervene on the source of the very ability or capacity in 

question, as recognized in the literature (these are called also ‘fink’, Martin 1994). This opens 
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up the door for the first worry I mentioned above as a relevant chunk of psychological masks 

that cause irrationality, is of this latter kind: they do not simply stop rational skills from 

causing the right behavior, they actually infiltrate or remove the mechanisms responsible for 

our ability to respond to the evidence. Let’s see one example:  

 

Depressed Robert: Bob is so depressed that he completely fails to see how loved and lucky 
he is. Depression cripples his ability to respond to the evidence on anything related to his 
self-esteem. His depression is not just an impediment: it erodes his mental functioning, his 
skills. Yet, once the depression lifts up, he goes back to see things straight. Hence, depression 
does behave like a mask for him, but it also does undermine cognitive abilities by preventing 
his cognitive system from functioning properly.6  
 

At the pick of his depressive episodes, Bob lacks the rational skills to adapt to the evidence 

that he is loved. The point generalizes: being drunk, tired, gaslight, in love, in panic makes us 

less able to exercise our rationality by slowing our reactions, messing with the firing of our 

neurons and so on (it’s a ‘finking’, a retreat of one’s rationality; Martin 1994). The masks 

impede the functioning itself, they do not just stop the behavior. That is, some important 

psychological masking factors impede us to think straight by directly intervening on the 

source of our ability to reason. And some of these are masks for beliefs, beliefs for which we 

now lack the relevant rational capabilities. Hence, this invalidates (T-2): we can have beliefs 

for which – because of masking factors (e.g. alcohol, depression) – we lack the relevant 

rational skills. True, Flores and Helton can dig their heels arguing those impediments do not 

count as masks but conditions that rule out beliefs. If so, I am afraid they face the same 

objection (T-1) faced: denying the status of belief to many attitudes that really look like 

beliefs.  

    

 
6 A non-psychological example. Imagine an opera singer able to sing the most difficult arias: she gets cancer to 
her vocal cords and she can’t produce any singing anymore. Without cancer, she’d be able to sign. In principle 
she still could sing: in ideal conditions, without cancer, she would sing (Mumford 1998). Hence, it does look like 
the cancer is a mask, an impediment to the singing, according to what is said above: once the cancer is gone she 
will sing again. But at the moment the cancer also interferes with the very mechanism that allows her to sing: 
the cancer erodes her ability because it attacks the mechanism that produces the singing. Hence, the masking 
factor that does not allow her to perform, does so by damaging her abilities, crippling the source of her skills. 
This mask is also a capability-eroding condition. 
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I have a second pressing worry: (T-2) is not really helpful to distinguish belief from other 

cognitive attitudes such as imagination and acceptance. This concern has to do with the 

ability of (T-2) to help psychological inquiry in determining when an attitude is a belief. More 

specifically, the necessary condition for belief listed in T-2 does not offer a clear path for us 

to separate belief from imagination, acceptance and the rest.  

Helton (2018: 3) explains that her “view requires only that subjects be able to revise their 

beliefs, not that they be inclined to do so.” Thus, absent other tools for distinguishing belief 

vs imagining, we’d be forced to say that a belief could behave perfectly like a piece of 

imagining, without them being ever distinguishable. Similarly, Flores (2021; MS) refers to 

subjects’ capacities to respond to evidence in some “ideal conditions”, suitable for the use of 

our evidence responsiveness capacities. Ideal conditions may not occur when masking 

factors are in place. Attitudes that are not updated in the light of evidence even in such ideal 

conditions do not count as beliefs. Yet if these conditions never materialize themselves, we 

would not be able to distinguish belief from the rest.  

This leads to a related issue: in some ideal condition, even imagination or acceptance may 

respond to the evidence. After playing a game of make believe, the child is able to update its 

imaginations (e.g. the banana is a phone) according to the evidence. As a result, she stops 

imagining, and lets go of her pretending (e.g. the banana is not a phone now). It appears that 

the child had the ability (or capacity) to revise her imagining according to the evidence all 

along.  

To illustrate this further, take the case of religious credence. In some context, I may have the 

religious credence that the Gods see us. In others, where truth and epistemic values are in 

place, I may drop that credence all together, only to regain it when I am again in a religious 

context. Is that credence a belief (that the Gods see me) or a piece of imagining (or another 

neighboring attitude)? I think this is indetermined based on (T-2). When immersed in a 

religious context, there are values at play that hinder or undermine any motivation to find 

the truth. When those drop, rational abilities emerge. However, it is unclear whether those 

conditions count as masks that impede beliefs from updating, or conditions that facilitate 

imagining. Under (T-2), it is undetermined whether the religious context counted as a mask 

(allowing the person to irrationally believe the Gods were watching), or as a context that 

induced the person to imagine that the Gods were watching. And yet, being this a topic of 
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great controversy, this is an issue our definition of belief needs to be able to address in order 

to inform a mature science of belief. 7 

In sum, invoking masking factors – as Flores does – can be used to explain belief’s behavior 

only once we have a clear picture of what a belief is. Only then can we explain what 

constitutes a mask for belief and what does not. In contrast, it seems that those adopting (T-

2) put the horse before the cart, invoking the idea of masking to separate the good vs. the 

bad cases, namely the cases of imagining vs irrational believing. Unfortunately, this strategy 

leaves us with little guidance on what to do in the cases I just illustrated.   

  

  

3. Arguing for Minimalism: evidence in favor and explanatory power   

  

Humans are irrational and their beliefs are at times stubbornly resistant to the evidence. And 

yet, no matter how epistemically irrational they may be, beliefs’ irrationality has a limit. More 

specifically, humans are not completely indifferent to their own doxastic failings. And the 

way they react to their beliefs’ irrationality is the mark of belief, it is the way we can 

distinguish belief from other attitudes. Thus, this is the view I will try to defend in the rest of 

the paper: 

  

Minimalism: a subject S’ cognitive state D is a belief only if S is (at least) minimally 

doxastically rational with respect to D8 

  

 
7 Those accepting T-2 could reply that all they are doing is offering one necessary condition for belief: there 

might be other ways to set belief apart from imagination and the rest. However, we still want our theory of 

belief to explain what testable predictions we can make about belief vs imagination when it comes to evidence-

sensitivity. It seems that (T-2) cannot offer that. 
8 Among the supporters of this view, we likely find Currie (2000), Davidson (1984) and Dennett (1989).  

Cherniak (1996) talks about ‘minimal rationality’ but he means something different.  
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Minimal rationality is a reactive form of rationality: S is minimally doxastically9 rational with 

respect to D when S will react to D’s perceived irrationality by taking measures to reestablish 

rationality.   

As a result, let me restate my view: 

 

Minimalism: a subject S’ cognitive state D is a belief only if – when irrationality is 

detected – S will make sure that D is in line with other attitudes S has, and do so in a 

way that would make D doxastically rational with respect to other attitudes.  

 

Importantly, Minimalism is not meant to offer a complete picture of belief’s behavior given 

that it focuses only on what happens when belief is irrational and such an irrationality is 

detected. However, Minimalism is able to show that the type of irrationality- minimization 

strategies in place for belief are unique, and those strategies differentiate belief from other 

mental attitudes.  

To be clear, the type of irrationality that is at the core of Minimalism is incoherence. Here I 

focus on epistemic incoherence but nothing excludes that this can be broadened to other 

types of belief’s irrationality. Let’s see what epistemic incoherence is here. The literature on 

rationality makes the distinction between substantial vs. structural rationality (Scanlon, 

2007; Broome, 2013). Structural rationality (or coherence) has to do with how attitudes 

relate to one another, whereas substantial rationality requires responding to the reasons one 

has. Minimalism is interested in beliefs’ motivation to conform to norms that roughly look 

like (formal and non-formal) standards of structural rationality. For instance, Modus Ponens 

says that rationality requires subject S that {S believes that q, if S believes that p & S believes 

that if p then q}. Detected violations of Modus Ponens will be met with attempts to restore 

rationality either by coming to believe that q or by ceasing to believe that p (or that if p then 

q). Similarly, if I believe that p and I believe that my evidence conclusively indicates that non-

p, I am violating a coherence constraint. In fact, epistemic structural rationality prohibits the 

following combinations: {believing that p, while believing you do not have enough reason for 

 
9 In this paper I only focus on belief’s epistemic rationality but doxastic rationality is broader and includes 

belief’s output norms as well. These regulate how belief should interact with action, cause the appropriate 

behavior and produce the right sort of inferences (Stich 1978: 507).   
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that belief}; {not believing that p, while believing you do have enough reason for the belief 

that p}. It also prohibits contradictions: {believing that p, while also believing that p is false}.  

Importantly, however, the psychological contradictions mentioned by Minimalism go 

beyond the forms of irrationality we just saw. This is because people may perceive attitudes 

as being in conflict even if they are in fact structurally rational.10 Johnson-Laird et al. (2004) 

explain that people judge consistency based on mental models. If mental models can be 

created, then the propositions that make them up are consistent. If no model can be created, 

then they are seen as inconsistent.  For instance, it is psychologically impossible to build a 

model in which “Rome is north of London”, “London is north of Paris”, “Paris is north of 

Rome” are all true. Similarly, it is also psychologically difficult to form a model in which one 

believes one should never vote for Republicans while also knowing her best friend likes the 

Republican party. As studies indicate, we tend to like those who are liked by the people we 

like, and dislike those who are disliked by our friends (Gawronski, Walther, & Blank, 2005). 

Therefore, the idea that someone we love is into people we do not like may be perceived as 

a contradiction, even if this is no logical inconsistency (Gawronski & Brannon 2019: 94-95).  

  

Minimal rationality requires that, when irrational combinations come into view, we are 

motivated to solve the tension among those attitudes. This motivation shows up in three 

ways: (1) a sense of distress when irrationality is detected; (2) active psychological measures 

are taken for reestablish coherence among the contrasting attitudes; (3) these measures do 

not necessarily bring beliefs to be epistemically rational (i.e. to align with the epistemic 

reasons one has).   

Note that this rational baseline can be guaranteed through an automatic process: complex 

reflective cognitions are not necessary for detecting irrationality and satisfying coherence 

requirements. Of course, that does not guarantee that our beliefs or minds are in fact overall 

coherent. The motivation here is to eliminate perceived incoherence, not actual incoherence.  

 
10  “Although Festinger's (1957) original definition puts a strong emphasis on logical relations between 

cognitive elements […] he explicitly acknowledged the role of cultural mores, opinions, and personal 

experiences as important determinants of perceived (in)consistency. In this sense, cognitive (in)consistency 

can be said to describe psycho-logical (rather than strictly logical) relations between cognitive elements” 

Gawronski & Brannon (2019: 94).   
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As we will now see, evidence for Minimalism comes from various, alternative sources. In 

particular, Minimalism squares nicely with various psychological theories and findings. It 

also matches with some of our key intuitions about beliefs such as the Moore’s paradox. 

Finally, it provides a clear path to distinguish beliefs from other neighboring attitudes such 

as imagination and belief, while also offering a way to understand the nature of delusions. 

That is, Minimalism lays out a necessary condition for an attitude to be belief. Though not 

sufficient to completely define belief, this condition is fundamental for cognitive science’s 

ability to make testable predictions about how epistemically irrational beliefs behave.   

  

 

3.1 Support for Minimalism: psychology and cognitive science 

 

Though Minimalism is presented as a theory concerning belief, it is meant to fit within a 

broader view of the mind. Support for Minimalism can be found in cognitive consistency 

theories in social psychology (Heider 1946, 1958; Newcomb 1953, Osgood and Tannenbaum 

1955) and in recent observations about how beliefs tend to behave (Porot and Mandelbaum 

2020).    

Cognitive consistency theories in social psychology claim that humans are driven by the 

desire to have coherent attitudes. Recently models of coherence-based reasoning have been 

used to explain decisions in widely different domains, from medical, moral and legal 

reasoning (Holyoak & Simon 1999; Simon 2004; Holyoak & Powell 2016) to evidence 

evaluation (Carlson & Russo 2001; Glöckner, Tilmann & Schindler 2010).  These models 

describe decision making processes in which complex decisions result from a bidirectional 

unconscious mechanism that reinforce coherence among attitudes (Read & Simon 2012; 

Simon & Holyoak 2002; Russo et al. 2008). On this view, coherence-seeking is thus the 

driving force behind attitudes formation.  

Among all cognitive consistency theories, it is dissonance theory that has become dominant. 

Such a theory points out that spotting harboring conflicting attitudes of a certain kind hurts 

and, when that happens, we are pushed to change our attitudes to eliminate the conflict 

(McGregor, Newby-Clark, & Zanna 1999). This phenomenon is called “cognitive dissonance” 
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(Festinger, 1957; Harmon-Jones et al 2009; Van Veen et al. 2007).  As Festinger explained, 

“[c]ognitive dissonance can be seen as an antecedent condition which leads to activity 

oriented toward dissonance reduction just as hunger leads toward activity oriented toward 

hunger reduction”. Though it is recognized that we feel different degree of dissonance 

depending on how much we care about the incompatible cognitions (Nohlen et al. 2016), 

many also believe that cognitive dissonance is a universal phenomenon, driving 

inconsistency-reduction in all situations (Proulx, Inzlicht, & Harmon-Jones, 2012). 

Initially, cognitive dissonance was seen as a phenomenon that generally emerged whenever 

there was a detected incompatibility between values and actions. Thus, agents are likely to 

decrease their view of others when they are forced to show hostile behavior against them 

(Davis and Jones 1960; Glass 1964). This phenomenon is also present in children and non-

human animals (Aronson and Carlsmith, 1963; Friedrich & Zentall, 2004; Egan, et al. 2007).11 

For instance, results indicate that children devalue a toy if they are told they can’t play with 

it (Aronson and Carlsmith, 1963). Lately, more focus has been devoted to the incompatibility 

between beliefs (Burris, Harmon-Jones, & Tarpley, 1997; Gawronski, Ye, Rydell, & De 

Houwer, 2014; Gawronski & Brannon 2019). Minimalism as presented here is a theory about 

beliefs that falls in line with the findings of psychology. These findings indicate that detected 

irrationality involving beliefs brings about several dissonance-reduction strategies. We will 

turn to these now as they can be used to track minimal rationality in irrational beliefs.  

 

3.1.1 Signs of Minimal Rationality in Irrational Beliefs  

 

Sitting within the framework of coherence-based theories, and dissonance theory in 

particular, Minimalism takes the following important aspects of our cognition to be the 

telling signs of minimal rationality for belief. That means that attitudes that follow (some or 

most of) these patterns would count as minimally rational beliefs. These attitudes are beliefs 

because they retain a level of rationality even when they behave mostly irrationally.   

 
11 This suggests that dissonance-detection and reduction may not always require metacognitive “high-level 

capacities” (Egan et al. 2007: 982). 
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• Selective exposure: there is substantial evidence that people avoid being exposed to 

information that may clash with pre-existing beliefs (Smith, Fabrigar, & Norris, 2008), 

and look for information that squares with what they already take to be true (Lord et 

al 1979; Brannon, Tagler & Eagly, 2007). For instance, people with low self- esteem 

look for and have a preference for information consistent with their unflattering view 

of themselves, even though that information comes in the form of harsh, negative 

feedback (Swann, Wenzlaff, Krull, & Pelham, 1992).   

• Belief’s perseverance: some studies show that in some cases affirming counter 

evidence to one’s beliefs actually increases the strengths in those beliefs. This is 

considered a form of anti-Bayesian updating (Plous 1991; Liberman & Chaiken 1992), 

and operates when the beliefs involved are particularly important to us (e.g. beliefs 

about the self) or are consonant with a number of other beliefs.  

• Rationalization & confabulation: within the cognitive dissonance framework it is well 

established that, to avoid the discomfort produced by dissonance when dissonance 

can’t be easily eliminated, a subject may try to add new cognitive, attitude-consistent 

elements. Rationalizations and confabulations are used to solve the conflict between 

attitudes and new (confabulated) attitudes are created to avoid conflicting cognitions. 

This type of rationalization – the creation of false and unsupported reasons for one’s 

choices and attitudes – often occurs when subjects are asked to explain and justify 

behavior or attitudes they hold and that are the result of unconscious processes 

(Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).  Hence, confabulation likely helps us avoid the 

psychological burden of conflicting cognitions (Carruthers 2011: 356-365; 

Bergamaschi Ganapini 2020a).   

• Fragmentation of the mind: another strategy to deal with conflicting attitudes is to 

fragment the mind so as to isolate conflicting cognition in separate compartments 

(Elga & Rayo, 2022). This fragmentation explains why people have contradictory 

beliefs while also striving for coherence. Beliefs in the same compartment are 

activated at the same time and so they tend to be coherent. Bendana and Mandelbaum 

(2021: XX ) explain that fragmentation “allows for a belief system riddled with 

inconsistencies, as long as those inconsistencies are sequestered from one another in 
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separate fragments. […] across fragments, consistency (and simplicity) is not 

maintained, and representational redundancy and inconsistency are expected.”  

Attitudes in the same fragment come into view at the same time and once within the 

same fragment, inconsistencies are “automatically resolved”: “if two fragments that 

contain inconsistent information are coactive they will be rendered consistent”. As a 

result, Bendana and Mandelbaum explain that “[e]ach fragment is internally 

consistent and contains no redundant representations.” That is, (Bendana and 

Mandelbaum, 2021). Such a push is not felt when tokens of incoherent beliefs are not 

activated at the same time as they may belong to different compartments.  

 

These are the telling signs of minimal rationality. That is, showing some or most of these 

types of behavior, especially after incoherence and irrationality are detected, is a sign that 

an attitude is at least doxastically minimally rational and thus is a belief. In contrast, no 

motivation or attempt to solve incoherence and irrationality when detected is a sign that the 

attitude is not minimally rational and therefore not a belief.    

 

 

3.2  Believing, yes …but not at will  

 

Minimalism’s explanatory power extends to other commonly observed aspects of belief. In 

particular, one key feature of belief, that also arguably distinguishes belief from other 

attitudes such as supposition or imagination, is that we cannot believe at will (Williams, 

1973). This phrase has acquired different meanings in the literature, but here I focus on a 

specific aspect of belief, namely that one cannot consciously form a belief as a result of one’s 

desire to do so. That is, desiring to have a belief may unconsciously bring me to form that 

belief. However, I cannot use that desire as a reason to have that belief in deliberation (Shah, 

2003; Steglich-Petersen 2006). Imagine a college student: she wants to get good grades to 

feel good about herself but she struggles to find the time and motivation to study. She may 

realize that simply believing she got good grades in her finals would make her happy, 

however she cannot use that as a way to convince herself to believe, unless she also has 

sufficient evidence to show that she did in fact get good grades. Her desire alone cannot be 
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used as a reason for belief in doxastic deliberation (Bergamaschi Ganapini 2020b).12 That is 

a psychological impossibility widely discussed in the literature (McHugh 2013; Owens 2003; 

Shah 2003; Sullivan- Bissett 2018) and Minimalism can nicely explain it. Minimalism tells us 

that we are disposed to eliminate perceived inconsistency, moved by the fact that those 

produce a feeling of displeasure (i.e. cognitive dissonance). Parallely, this psychological fact 

can also explain why we cannot bring ourselves to create these inconsistencies as a result of 

a voluntary act of deliberation. To illustrate, let’s come back to our college student. She could 

not find the time nor the motivation to bring herself to study for the finals scheduled for the 

next day. She has little evidence that she will do well. She’d be happier thinking that she will 

get good grades, but if that practical consideration were to motivate her in deliberation, she 

would be finding herself believing she will get good grades while also believing - in full 

awareness - that her belief is based only on some pragmatic consideration and thus it is 

epistemically irrational.13 That is what Minimalism predicts cannot happen: perception of 

irrationality brings avoidance and pain, thus we cannot voluntarily make our beliefs to be 

overtly irrational in that way. In conclusion then, Minimalism fully explains why we are not 

able to believe at will.     

 

 

3.3  The Moore’s Paradox    

 

Though the main focus of this paper has been squaring Minimalism with recent findings in 

psychology and cognitive science, Minimalism also matches with some well-known intuitive 

data as well. In particular, the Moore’s Paradox, a widely discussed paradox about belief, can 

be accounted for by using Minimalism. The paradox emerges from noticing the absurdity of 

uttering sentences like the following: 

 

(P) I went to the pictures last Tuesday, but I don’t believe that I did (Moore 1962) 

 
12 In the metaethical literature this is called a ‘wrong kind of a reason’ to believe. Wrong kind of reason cannot 

be the reasons for which we believe something. 
13 For an explanation of why epistemic and not pragmatic rationality is dominant in doxastic deliberation see, 

for instance, Bergamaschi Ganapini (2020b) and Sullivan- Bissett (2018). 
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Though P can be true, it sounds absurd. Notice that it is completely fine to describe someone 

else as being gone to the movie and not believing it.  The absurdity emerges only when P is a 

first-person utterance self-describing oneself as being gone to the movie and not believing 

it. There are several other versions of P (Sorensen 1988) and there have been many attempts 

to explain why P sounds so weird. The debate on the Moore Paradox is incredibly vast and I 

can only hint at it here. One thing to notice is that the Paradox seems to be due to some kind 

of contradiction harbored in statements like P (DeRose, 2009). Though the conjuncts are not 

building a formal contradiction, some scholars have pointed out that the absurdity lies in the 

fact that saying “I went to the pictures last Tuesday” is tantamount to expressing your belief 

that you went to the pictures last Tuesday. If this is right, then the absurdity emerges out of 

the fact that one is overtly showing a tension within one’s attitudes: the belief that I lack an 

attitude that I am also, at the same time, expressing. Though our mind is probably riddled 

with these kinds of contradictions, the fact that one is, in full awareness, pointing to their 

contradictory beliefs sounds absurd. And Minimalism can make sense of that absurdity: 

Minimalism predicts that once such a contradiction emerges one takes immediate steps to 

solve it.  It is thus very surprising to hear expressing contradictory beliefs in full view because 

that is not how believers actually deal with irrationalities (according to Minimalism). 

Although it is compatible with Minimalism that one might not be able to get rid of 

contradictions, seeing someone straight-out pointing at such a self-contradiction without 

any caveat or explanation, is in tension with our experience concerning belief and believers. 

As a result, it sounds psychologically very implausible to us. Hence, according to Minimalism, 

it is not surprising that we find Moorean sentences of that kind quite absurd. 

 

 

4.  Minimalism: explaining imagining and other borderlines cases  

 

Minimalism is well suited to explain how belief is different from other neighboring attitudes 

and to offer a way to test if an attitude is a belief or not. Let’s focus on the distinction between 

belief and imagining (still what I say here holds for other attitudes such as accepting or 
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supposing as well)14. Traditionally it is said that imagination differs from belief because the 

latter but not the former is evidence-responsive. In this paper, I showed that evidence-

responsiveness is not a useful tool to differentiate belief from the rest in some of the hard 

cases. Now I propose to use Minimalism as a guide instead. According to Minimalism, 

perceived disunity affects belief differently than imagination: imaginations and the like are 

governed by a decoupling mechanism that produces fragmentation and disunity (Leslie, 

1987). For imagination disunity is a feature, not a bug. That is, imagination is structured in 

(usually) sealed compartments (or worlds), and no coherence is required across those 

compartments. As a result, we can imagine different, competing scenarios to be true at the 

same time. In contrast, we cannot, in full awareness, believe different, competing scenarios 

to be true at the same time. Similarly, we cannot anchor belief to context: I cannot say that I 

believe the Earth is flat at mass while also sincerely rejecting that very belief because now I 

am at work.  In contrast, we can easily conceive of a director who is filming two different 

movies at the same time while imaging different things depending on which movie-set she is 

at. Her attitudes will switch simply based on the context she is in, and she can – in full 

awareness – track what imaginings belong to each context. For belief, perceived 

fragmentation and compartmentalization give rise to cognitive dissonance and a motivation 

to get rid of incoherence across contexts. This particular type of motivation, namely the 

motivation to establish an apparent doxastic coherence, is the mark of belief. Hence, if we see 

a subject happily harboring conflicting cognitive attitudes about p we have reasons for taking 

her not to believe that p but to imagine it. In contrast, we are at a presence of a belief if we 

see our subject trying to amend her epistemically irrational attitude (Bergamaschi Ganapini 

2020).   

 

  

4.1. Delusions: are they beliefs? 

 

Delusions are described as cognitive attitudes that are mostly resistant to change even in 

light of overwhelming counterevidence (APA, 2013). They are commonly associated with 

 
14 Dennett’s “opinion” (1978) and Sperber’s “reflective belief” (1996) can be seen as forms of acceptance.    
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severe mental illness. Because of how they seem to be evidence-impenetrable, delusions 

behave differently than ordinary factual beliefs. As we saw above these beliefs are 

characterized as being mostly evidence-sensitive: they change in relation to the evidence the 

subject has. This consideration has brought many to doubt that delusions can be beliefs (e.g. 

Currie & Ravenscroft 2002; Schwitzgebel 2012).  

Contrary to this anti-doxasticist position, some researchers have argued in favor of the claim 

that delusions are beliefs (Bortolotti 2012). They point out that even ordinary beliefs are 

evidence-resistant sometimes. Eve ordinary beliefs can be irrational: absurd political beliefs, 

overly-optimistic beliefs are all examples of attitudes we hold in the face of overwhelming 

contrary evidence (Bortolotti 2010, 2018; Bell et al 2021). Hence, if we are prepared to call 

those beliefs, why not extend the same courtesy to delusions as well? 

The debate between doxasticist and anti-doxasticist has been ranging for a few years now 

and I believe Minimalism can offer a reasonable way out of the gridlock. Minimalism 

proposes this test for belief: to know whether an attitude is a belief, see how the attitude and 

the subject react to detected irrationality and internal incoherence (Bergstein 2008; Currie 

2000). If you see discomfort and coping strategies to avoid conflict, that’s a belief. As such, 

Minimalism has a way to settle the debates between doxasticism and antidoxasticism about 

delusions. For starters, to know whether delusions are beliefs one would need to look at 

specific cases. As we will see momentarily, there are many different types of delusions and 

so it is difficult to generalize and say whether or not all delusions are beliefs.    

In the literature on delusions, we see many cases of clinical delusions in which subjects, when 

faced with obvious counter-evidence for their delusions, would either give up on their 

delusion (after a while) or feel distress and engage in confabulations and evidence-avoidance 

(Amanda et al 2010). This latter behavior is found consistently both in clinical monothematic 

delusions (i.e. delusions that are self-contained and revolve around one specific topic) and 

in polythematic delusions (i.e. delusions that cover diverse topics and tend to expand).  

Frazer and Roberts (1994: 557) report of a woman suffering from Capgras delusion about 

her son: she insisted that her son had been replaced by an impostor. When it was pointed 

out to her that her son and the alleged impostor looked very similar, she confabulated that 

the impostor “had different-coloured eyes, was not as big and brawny as her son, and that 
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her real son would not kiss her”. Being confronted with her inability to give up her delusion, 

the woman does not simply accept the contradiction but tries to confabulate it away.  

Here's another example:   

“Being dead butted up against the so-called evidence of being alive, and so I grew to avoid 

that evidence because proof was not a comfort; instead, it pointed to my insanity”. (Wang 

2019: 157) This subject shows that they have an impaired capacity to rationally update their 

belief based on the evidence, but they are still feeling the cognitive dissonance of their 

clashing attitudes. Similarly, Ramchandra et al (1996: 349) explain that “[w]hat is much 

more common in patients with anosognosia is a tendency to come up with all sorts of 

rationalizations to explain why the arm doesn't move; they don't usually say that they can 

actually see their arm moving.” Hence, their delusion concerning the status of their limbs is 

sustained by using a confabulatory process which we saw is one of the typical responses to 

cognitive dissonance and a sign of minimal doxastic rationality.   

Whereas delusions such as Capgras delusion focus on one specific topic, patients with 

schizophrenia tend to have polythematic delusions. These are fairly elaborate sets of 

delusions which usually emerge out of anomalous sensory or somatic experiences. 

Describing the experience of one of these patients, Upthegrove and Allan (2018: 6) write: 

“Andrew’s belief arises secondary to his array of tactile, somatic and auditory hallucinations. 

He uses extensive and increasing information to reinforce his firm belief and discounts 

evidence that challenges his conviction.”  A complex array of other delusions is now formed 

in the mind of the patient, which may provide them with a sense of coherence. In this case, 

the delusions are used as explanations to make sense and give meaning to odd and disturbing 

experiences (Mishara & Corlett, 2009: 531). Again, here we find one of key traits of minimally 

doxastically rational attitudes: they are formed to give meaning and coherence to other 

attitudes, and when they are challenged by counter-evidence, they may give rise to 

confabulatory explanations. If that’s the case, then we have some initial reason to think these 

delusions are in fact beliefs.  
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In conclusion, Minimalism sides with doxasticism in claiming that epistemic irrationality 

may not be enough to disqualified delusions from being beliefs.15 Yet, no broad 

generalization about delusions can be made without looking at the specific cases and 

checking for signs of minimal doxastic rationality.      

 

 

4.2. Conspiracy theories and fake news 

 

Do people really believe the conspiracy theories and fake news they sincerely share? This 

question mirrors the debate that we have just covered between doxasticism and anti-

doxasticism about delusion: some of these conspiracy theories are so blatantly absurd that 

theorists have started to question whether people believe them for real or whether they are 

in the grip of some sort of fantasy.16 As in the case of delusions, it is difficult to generalize 

and make broad statements without looking at specific cases. One thing worth mentioning is 

that in many cases those sharing fake stories do not seem to care that those stories are not 

justified and they are completely indifferent vis-à-vis their own epistemic status as believers. 

Similarly, conspiracy theories shown to be completely unjustified are endorsed nonetheless, 

and when hard-pressed to justify their claims, many conspiracy theorists are happy to admit 

they have little evidence for them. These absurd stories also often openly admit 

contradictions: conspiracy theorists go around saying both that Lady Diana was murdered 

and that she is still alive, hiding somewhere (Muirhead and Rosenblum 2019). That is, there 

is some evidence that those who subscribe to conspiracy theories are disposed to assent to 

their contradictions too (Wood et al., 2012; Lewandowsky et al. 2016). When it comes to 

political conspiracy theorizing, we see a lot of people approaching it in a ironic way, as a 

 
15 There may be other reasons for thinking that some delusions are not beliefs. For instance, some delusions 

are behaviorally encapsulated and reliably fail to produce any suitable inference. In this case and especially if 

they also lack any sign of minimal rationality, their inferential and practical inertness may be a reason for 

thinking those particular delusions are not beliefs. Also note that Currie (2002:160) assumes an anti-doxastic 

position about delusions because he thinks deluded subjects are mostly indifferent to contradictions (and thus 

show not minimal rationality; Currie & Jureidini 2001). See Bayne & Pacherie (2005) for a reply to this.  
16 There are studies investigating whether sharing fake news is a form of expressive behavior (for a discussion 

of this see Levy 2022) while others have argued that sharing fake stories (especially when blatantly absurd) is 

really a matter of signaling one’s social positioning and group membership (Bergamaschi Ganapini 2021).  
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mixture of fun and fiction combined with intriguing speculations which often will enrage 

their political opponents (Birchall 2006). Blatant contradictions, manifestly insufficient 

evidence, little interest in searching for the truth are signs that minimal rationality is at times 

overtly violated when fake news is concerned, especially when those stories are openly 

absurd. In some cases, those sharing these stories do not seem motivated to resolve those 

contradictions, they show little sign of cognitive dissonance or desire to address (or even to 

cover) their irrationalities. When that occurs, it is likely that even those who sincerely share 

fake stories do not actually believe them to be true. For all the other cases, a more careful 

analysis and observation may be needed.  
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